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If  you’d have told me 5 years ago that I’d be managing a publishing ministry, 
selling books at an international trade event, working out pricing and negotiating 
with distributors, I would not have believed you! When I think about what I am 
doing, I feel utterly inadequate. But the good thing about this is, that when things 
go well, I know it is because of  God and not me, and so he gets the glory!

How did I get here?!
HELLO THERE!

WITH OUR DISTRIBUTORS FROM PARAGUAY

Praise God for the contacts made at Expolit. 
•  Pray for orders to be placed soon. 

Praise God for the success of  Aurora International. 
•  Pray for more children to be protected against abuse. 

Praise God for a lovely holiday. 
•  Pray for renewed focus at a critical time for Buena Tierra   
      and the El Inca bookshops. 

Pray especially for Moisés, whose mum sadly passed away 
on Monday 20th August. Love Sharon

LOOK!! Sharon has a new postal address!! Apartado 18-0872, Miraflores, Lima

thank you for all your prayers. god is truly at work, sustaining and encouraging me.

Lord give to me a quiet heart 

that does not ask to understand 

but confident steps forward in 

the darkness guided by thy hand

poem by elisabeth elliot

with our DISTRIBUTORS FROM ECUADOR

Excited: to set up and decorate the stand along with the Letra Viva team (and Aurora!). 
Nervous: wondering if  the preparation I’d done was enough to face potential clients. 
Pleased: with the workshop I led; the group was really engaged, many bought the Aurora manual. 
Terrified: about talking with distributors. (Would our pricing system work? Answer = no!) 
Grateful: for the others on the team who taught me so much about the selling process (and 
helped me understand and develop a new pricing system on the 2nd day!). 
Content: at being able to hear testimony of  how God has used our Sunday school materials and 
how people have been waiting for the new books. 
Hopeful: for the continued growth of  Buena Tierra at an international level. We had significant 
interest from Honduras, Costa Rica, Argentina, Chile and Colombia, mainly for the preventing child sex 
abuse manual. Go Aurora! 
Overwhelmed: by all the follow up work as I settle back into the office. It is a stressful time for 
us all in the El Inca at the moment, and we are in a cycle of  constant sickness and exhaustion. 

Expolit emotions

Prayer time
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